Fraternity Pledging Falls Off From 1940 High Point; 70 Men Taken In
Rushing season has run its annual hasty course and the campus has settled down to quiet existence, and the campus seems to have re- sumed something of its normal tenor of life. Unlike the tendency of in- creasing numbers of men who pledge during the past several years, the number of pledges of the class of 1940 is ten less than the number taken into the houses in the fall of 1940. This is due to the fraternities with their pledges follows:

Alpha Chi Rho: William E. Blanchard, West Hartford; Howard Carr, Coralville, Ia.; Thomas E. Harty, New York City; Cornelius H. Knecht, Brooklyn; John Clayton Lovell, Jr., West Hartford; John McE. Ludwig, Jr., West Hartford; Winfield T. Myers, Bronxville, N. Y.; Ernest K. Pusater, Haylett, N. Y.; John R. Tap­ ley, 44, Hartford; W. Dessages Yeager, West Hartford; Allen G. Splitt, and Richard W. Lane, Younger, N. Y.

Alpha Delta Phi: Donald R. Allen, West Hartford; Herbert R. Brust, Wood­ haven, N. Y.; Richard Gardner, Scars­ dale; Richard H. Hay, West Hartford; Har­ dron, Pa.; William T. Wame, Tangle­ town, Mass.; John S. Meyer, Hartford; Reginald E. Mullen, Hartford; Stu­ tow, Pa.; Robert Woolsey, New York City, and John F. Wright, Alhambra, N. Y.

Delta Kappa Epileps: Clement Desimone, Greenwich; Murray J. Good­ field, Fairfield, and Courtyard Page, Jr., Florin Park, N. Y.
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 Trey Opines Season with Victory Off Offense

White and Beidler Star
Blue and Gold Score Twice in First Period to Win, 20-0

Saturday, September 27—Sparked by Joe Beidler and Paul White, Trinity's offensive attack had a successful run through the first half yesterday. Beidler and White combined for two touchdowns in the first period and the Blue and Gold went on to win, 20-0.

Dr. Hughes New Dean
Dr. Maurice Bates of Antioch Heads Geography Department; Other Appointments

The opening of Trinity College in September, 1941, finds a considerable number of important changes among the faculty. Outstanding among these is the appointment of a new dean and of a head of the engineering department.

The executive committee of the Board of Trustees, in the mendation of President Ogilvy, has appointed Dr. Arthur H. Hughes dean. Having come to Trinity in 1930 as an instructor in German, Dr. Hughes was promoted to assistant professor in 1937. Though he is giv­ ing special attention to his adminis­ tration, he has taken the initiative in Scientific German and a survey course in German literature for ad­ vanced students.

Dr. Hughes has been a member of the faculty of Johns Hopkins University since 1925, where he was an instructor, assistant profes­ sor at the latter institution from 1930 to 1935. Previous to this, he attended the University of Vienna in 1928 and 1929 and completed the work for a Master's degree in 1929, and his Doctor's degree in 1935. When Dr. Hughes came to Trinity, he was admitted into his Master's degree, and his Doctor's degree was completed at Johns Hopkins, where he also taught summer sessions in 1930 and 1936.

Noted as Author
A member of the Modern Lan­ guages Association and the German­ Society of America, he is also the author of many articles published in various journals and the "Germanic Review." Unable to obtain the results of his work, Dr. Hughes has been forced to interrupt his work on a book on Hans Sachs.

More of recent interest is his col­ laboration during a part of the sum­ mer with Lieutenant-Governor Alfred Odel Jr. (Continued on page 2.)

Myers Talks on Western Civilization

Wednesday, September 24—Speaking at Chapel service this morning, Professor Edward D. Myers pictured the future of Western Civilization, and spoke of its crucial needs.

In the outset of his speech, Dr. Myers noted that the fact that twenty- one distinct civilizations have existed throughout the beginning of history. Of this number there are five extant to­ day, four of which can be said to be the process of degradation.

The only civilization which seems to have been saved, from this state, is the modern American. Professor Myers says, is our own West­ erns, and this appears to be in grave danger, as the Western civilization might be said to be giving up some of its most precious land.

Civilization should survive the present adventure which it is under­ going, it will need a drastic revision. Its shortcomings and senses of values will have to be changed if it is to continue living. Otherwise our way of living is sure to be die in the same- old-distant future.
Six New Men Named To Faculty Positions

Hughes Becomes Dean as Hooton Takes New To Teaching English

(Continued from page 1.)

A shipboard on a dictionary on Connecticut.

Last year Dr. Hughes was married to Miss Laura Ellen Kenney of Rich­
more, Minn., and they have one daughter, Helen Jane, born in October.

Dr. Maurice E. Bates, who for the last year had been assistant profes­
sor of social science at the University of Tennessee, an affiliated college of New York University, has been appointed to the faculty of Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., as associate professor of political science.

Dr. Bates was born in Missouri about forty years ago. He is a graduate of Saint Louis University, where he received the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and of Columbia University, where he received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

He served as a first lieutenant in the United States Army during the World War. After the war he was a member of the faculty of the University of Tennessee, where he directed the work of the department of political science.

Dr. Bates is an active member of the American Political Science Association and the American Society of International Law. He is a member of the Phi Delta Phi fraternity.

Bates' appointment is a special cause for rejoicing to the men and women of Trinity College.

Flash of the Week: A prominent student of the Trinity golf club has shattered the record for the longest distance, the regulation golf course in New York, by striking the ball with a golf club and hitting it over 150 yards.

Last week the golf club at Trinity held its annual tournament, and the record for the longest distance was broken by the aforementioned student, who set a new record of 152 yards. The previous record was held by Mr. Thomas Johnson, who had hit the ball 145 yards in 1930.

Dr. Jesse Stone, who has been associated with the college for many years, recently retired from his position as head of the Department of Economics.

He has been a member of the faculty of Trinity College since 1925, and has served as chairman of the Department of Economics for the past twelve years.

Dr. Stone is a graduate of Amherst College, and holds a Master of Arts degree from Harvard University. He has also held positions at the University of Chicago and the University of California.

He is a member of the American Economic Association and the American Statistical Association.

Mr. Thomas Johnson, who holds the record for the longest distance, is a senior in the class of 1934. He has been a member of the Trinity golf club for four years, and has been a prominent member of the team for the past two years.

The Trinity golf club has a long tradition of producing outstanding golfers, and the record-breaking performance of Mr. Johnson is a testament to the skills and dedication of the members of the club.

The golf club is grateful to Mr. Johnson for his hard work and dedication, and looks forward to continued success in the future.

Columnist Turns Triad Inside Out for Freshmen

The Triad, a popular college newspaper, has recently undergone a significant change. The newspaper has decided to focus on the experiences of first-year students, in a bid to provide them with a more immersive and comprehensive understanding of college life.

The change is part of a broader initiative to enhance the overall experience of new students, by offering them a more personalized and engaging approach to education.

The new approach includes a range of initiatives, such as increased involvement with student organizations, more interactive lectures, and a greater emphasis on extracurricular activities.

The newspaper has also introduced a new section, "First Year," which focuses on the experiences of first-year students, and provides them with a forum to share their thoughts and opinions.

The change has been well-received by students, who have expressed their appreciation for the increased focus on their needs and experiences.

The newspaper is committed to continuing its efforts to improve the overall experience of new students, by providing them with a more personalized and engaging approach to education.

As the Triad goes to press this week, there are many new men who are not yet familiar with the college life, and who may, during their four years, become more involved in various activities and organizations. The newspaper is committed to this, and it will continue to be published every week, with the aim of providing a more comprehensive and engaging experience for new students.

Congratulations to all the first-year students, who have embarked on a new adventure in their lives, and who have embarked on a new adventure in their lives.
Trinity Opens Season with Victory Over Union Eleven

WHITE AND BEIDLER STAR

Blue and Gold Score Twice in First and Once in Third Period to Win, 20-0

(Continued from page 1.)
threw passes, passes, and more passes—total 11. Eighty of those were completed, but for all that, Trinity scored. On one play, the ball changed sides three times. Exeter's pass to Davis was intercepted by Joe Beidler, who ran it for ten yards and then lateralled it to Foster. The lateral was intercepted by Sherman of Union for a two-yard gain.

Union Threatens

The Garnet team threatened during the closing minutes of the half. Their pass was completed, but with Trinity in possession of the ball (Continued from page 2.)

The final scoring came in the third period to win, 20-0.

On Other Fronts

By A. C. P.

New York—Dr. Rutie D. Smith, provost of New York University, says a "break-the-rich" taxation policy of the federal government may result in the closing of private schools. Dr. Smith believes that the tax rate is an application of that policy.

As late as 1915, women students in a midwest college which is now out of existence, were not allowed to play croquet "because it made them take immodest postures."

As an undergraduate, Gary Cooper was denied membership in the dramatic society at Grinnell College, Iowa, on grounds that he couldn't act.

Hunter College students voluntarily withdraw from school when they fail to meet minimum standards of scholarship.

The army's new "shirkboat" food ration—120 confined meals—were developed by Dr. Ancel Keys of the University of Minnesota.

Faculty Changes

(Continued from page 5.)
more, and in the autumn of that year was admitted to the London Institution of Historical Research. He is a member of the Religious Society of Friends, and a Phi Beta Kappa of this year's team.

Mr. John C. E. Taylor, who has taught at the Lawrenceville School, is now teaching Fine Arts at Trinity. A graduate of Yale, he received his Master's Degree in the History of Art in 1940. Previously he studied drawing and painting for two years in Paris at the Atelier Jullian and in Southern France. In this country he has painted in Hartford and in Rockport, Mass.

Mr. Taylor's pictures have been exhibited at the Lawrenceville School, and he has sold many oil paintings. He is a member of several art organizations.

WHY NOT WALK?

The Trinity College Senate wishes in concurrence with the United States Government in its efforts to conserve the nation's supply of gasoline. Trinity students who use automobiles are urged to curb unnecessary use of their cars. Be patriotic—walk to class!

AIR POST

(Continued from page 1.)
without there being a single plane nearby. This time approximately 1,200 planes are expected to average over the New England area.

Another improvement, from the standpoint of Trinity observers, would be a specially designed shelter to be placed in the tower for protection against cold weather.
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Trinity Inside Out
(Continued from page 2.)

Undergraduate automobile drivers — no names, for rather obvious reasons — became absolutely beatific. Those were the times when we wished that pounding a typewriter wasn't our main form of exercise.

There are many of you who don't have cars, and perhaps that bothers you just a little. Perhaps you feel if you had a car college would be easier and more of a lark.

Do not think about it. A car isn't our men cavorting on the greensward main form of exercise.

There was a time when the undergraduates under the leadership of the Automobile Club were busily engaged in notifying the entire student body that a car was needed to help them in the completion of their chapel credits while they were in armed services or in work directly connected with the armed services, the undergraduates responded almost automatically to the man.

The graduates of the class of '41 have proved no exception to that tradition by going into National Defense with more than half of their numbers. Likewise, a great many of the class of '40 have taken up either the sword or the plow, as the case may be, in the interests of their country.

According to figures disclosed by Alumni Secretary Thomas S. Waddington, 61% of last year's seniors have entered the field of National Defense, either in the United States armed forces or in industries allied with the defense program. Approximately 22% have joined the service, and the remaining 29% are in arms or air- force industries. Twenty-seven per cent. of the class continued their studies in graduate schools, six per cent. now hold down insurance positions, and the stormy seas of matrimony struggles in with four per cent.

A few of the Trinity graduates in the four above-mentioned fields are as follows: In the defense industries are Herbert I. Chautier, William B. Dexter, John G. Fitzgerald, John J. Karp, Kenneth J. Kelly, and Robert J. Rehman.

Lewis S. Sheen, William J. Ryan, Edward T. Knepper, Harry W. Johnson, Jack Kilby, Prospero DeBona, Jr., and George Comstock have all gone into the service.

Ivan F. Bennett, Edward J. Conway, John J. Cunningham, Francois A. Kelly, Marshall McAllister, and Walter J. Pedicord are doing post-graduate work, while Richard H. Barnes, P. Holcombe, Sidney A. Mills, Richard A. Noff, Hugh L. Sowards, Jr., and Theodore Studer are working for several of Hartford's insurance companies.

Among items not so noticeable this fall is the approval of smokers like yourself. The big thing that's pushing Chesterfield ahead is the approval of smokers like yourself. Chesterfields are definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting. They're made of the world's best cigarette tobaccos Blended just right to give you more smoking pleasure.

But even these facts wouldn't count If smokers didn't just naturally like them. Once a smoker finds out from Chesterfield What real smoking pleasure is, nothing else will do. Yes, fellow smokers, IT'S YOUR APPROVAL.

Quality Book and Publication Printers Since 1905
94 ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
Telephone 2-8801

Says PAUL DOUGLAS, well-known radio announcer

Lend me a Minute
and I'll give you back 15 seconds

Somebody whistles a few bars of a catchy tune, Others pick it up.

Soon the whole country's whistling it.

It's a hit. IT'S CHESTERFIELD.

The big thing that's pushing Chesterfield ahead is the approval of smokers like yourself. Chesterfields are definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting. They're made of the world's best cigarette tobaccos Blended just right to give you more smoking pleasure.

But even these facts wouldn't count If smokers didn't just naturally like them. Once a smoker finds out from Chesterfield What real smoking pleasure is, nothing else will do. Yes, fellow smokers, IT'S YOUR APPROVAL.

Everyone you go they Satisfy

TRINITY GRADUATES
IN SERVICE, INDUSTRY

Men of 1940, 1941 Classes Find
Places in Army, Defense
Works and Homes
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